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a b s t r a c t
We introduce a new second-order central-upwind scheme for shallow water equations on the unstructured
quadrilateral grids. We propose a new technique for bottom topography approximation over quadrilateral
cells as well as an eﬃcient water surface correction procedure which guarantee the positivity of the computed
ﬂuid depth. We also design a new quadrature for the discretization of the source term, using which the new
scheme exactly preserves “lake at rest” steady states. We demonstrate these features of the new scheme as
well as its high resolution and robustness and its potential advantages over the triangular central-upwind
scheme in a number of numerical examples.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the two-dimensional (2D) shallow water
equations (SWEs):

⎧
⎪
⎨ht + (hu)x + (hv )y =0,
(hu )t + hu2 + 12 gh2 x + (huv )y = −ghBx ,
⎪
⎩(hv )t + (huv ) + hv2 + 1 gh2  = −ghBy .
x
2
y

(1)

Here, h(x, y, t) is the water depth, u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are the x−
and y− velocities, respectively, B(x, y) is bottom topography and g is
the gravitational constant. 2D SWEs are commonly used to simulate
a wide range of problems in water resources engineering, modeling
oceans, rivers and coastal areas, etc.
The system (1) admits several steady-state solutions. One of the
practically most important steady states is a so-called "lake at rest"
state satisfying,

u ≡ v ≡ 0, h + B = const.

(2)

A good numerical method for the SWEs (1) should be wellbalanced, that is, it should be capable to exactly preserve the "lake
at rest" steady states (2). It should also preserve positivity of the water depth h.
∗
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Many numerical methods for SWEs were developed in past
decades. We refer the reader, for example, to ﬁnite difference [1–4],
ﬁnite element [4–9] and ﬁnite volume [4,10–15] methods. In this paper we focus on the ﬁnite volume method which are based on the
integral form of (1) and thus are naturally designed to conserve the
mass.
Central upwind scheme is one of the ﬁnite volume methods
that is both well-balanced and positivity preserving. Central-upwind
schemes are Riemann-problem-solver-free Godunov-type methods
that were originally introduced in [16] for the general multidimensional systems of hyperbolic conservation law and further developed
in [17–20]. In [21,22], the central- upwind scheme for the SWEs were
developed in the one-dimensional (1D) and 2D cases using Cartesian
grids. In [23], the central-upwind schemes were extended to unstructured triangular meshes, and in [24], they were also generalized for
polygon cell-vertex meshes.
The main goal of this paper is to develop a second-order wellbalanced positivity preserving central-upwind scheme for (1) on
unstructured quadrilateral grids. Such grids have been widely used
in ﬁnite volume methods for various applications, in particular,
for numerically solving incompressible Navier–Stokes, diffusion
equations, semilinear elliptic and elliptic systems, see, e.g., [25–28]
and references therein. In particular, quadrilateral grids have been
used to develop ﬁnite volume methods for the 2D SWEs, see, e.g.,
[29–34]. Unstructured quadrilateral grids are popular since they
allow one to relatively easily implement the local and adaptive mesh
reﬁnement techniques [35,36], increase the formal order of spatial
accuracy of the scheme, and discretize the second- and higher-order
terms [30,37]. Comparing to the triangular grids, one of the main
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advantages of the quadrilateral ones is that quadrilateral cells have
more neighboring cells and thus the quadrilateral time evolution
procedure is typically more accurate.
The proposed quadrilateral central-upwind scheme is an extension of the triangular central -upwind scheme from [23]. However,
some of the ingredients of the triangular scheme cannot be directly
carried to the quadrilateral case. For example, one cannot obtain a
continuous piecewise linear approximation of the bottom topography. Instead, we introduce a new bottom topography approximation.
In each quadrilateral cell the bottom topography function B is replaced with four continuous linear pieces, each of which connects
the values of B at two of the neighboring cell vertices with the approximation value of B at the geometric center of the cell. Another
novelty of our quadrilateral scheme is a new water surface reconstruction correction technique, required to guarantee the positivity
of the water depth at the reconstruction step of the central-upwind
scheme. To this end, we ﬁrst perform a piecewise linear reconstruction of the water surface and then, in the cells where some values of
the reconstructions fall below the corresponding values of the bottom topography, we replace the linear piece with four continuously
matched linear pieces whose shape is similar to the bottom topography approximant in this cell. As we prove in Theorem 1, this guarantees the positivity of the water depth h. To ensure the well-balanced
property of the proposed scheme, we design a special quadrature for
the cell average of the geometric source term, which leads to a perfect
balance of the source and ﬂuxes for the “lake at rest” state.
To the best of our knowledge, the designed central-upwind
scheme is among the ﬁrst well-balanced positivity preserving
schemes on unstructured quadrilateral grids.
The paper is organized as follows. The proposed central-upwind
scheme is described in Section 2 and its well-balanced and positivity
preserving properties are proved in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5,
the new scheme is tested on a number of numerical experiments
which demonstrate high accuracy robustness of the proposed scheme
and also emphasize its potential advantages over its triangular counterpart. Finally, we ﬁnish the paper with concluding remarks in
Section 6.
2. Central-upwind cheme on unstructured quadrilateral grids
First, we introduce the water surface variable w = h + B and
rewrite the system (1) in the following equivalent form:

Ut + F (U, B )x + G(U, B )y = S(U, B ),

(3)

where
T

U = (w, hu, hv ) ,


F (U, B ) =

hu,


G(U, B ) =

hv,

(4)

(hu )2
w−B

+

g
(hu )(hv )
(w − B )2 ,
2
w−B

(hu )(hv ) (hu )2
w−B

,

w−B

+

g
( w − B )2
2

S(U, B )=(0, −g(w − B )Bx , −g(w − B )By )T .

T

,

(5)

T

,

(6)
(7)

Let the computational domain discretization  = ∪Nj=1 E j be covered by a quadrilateral grids with the cells Ej of size |Ej |. A typical cell
Ej together with its neighbours E jk , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are outlined in Fig. 1.
 jk := (cos(θ jk ), sin(θ jk )) the outer unit normals
We denote by n
of the corresponding sides of Ej of length l jk , k = 1, 2, 3, 4. The coordinates of the geometric center (center of mass) of the Ej are denoted
by (xj , yj ) and M jk := (x jk , y jk ), k = 1, 2, 3, 4 is the midpoint of the
k−th side of the quadrilateral Ej .
In the semi-discrete central-upwind scheme, the cell average of
the computed solutions, Ū j(t ) ≈ E1 ∫UE (x, y, t )dxdy,are evolved in time
j

j

Fig. 1. An unstructured quadrilateral cell with its four neighboring cells.

by solving the following system of ODEs:

dŪ j
1
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dt
Ej
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aout
jk
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+ aout
jk G
+

ainjk

 

1
Ej

l jk cos

aout
jk




U jk M jk − U j M jk



+ S̄ j ,

(8)

which can be derived similarly to the derivation procedure proposed
for a triangular grids in [20,23]. Notice that all the indexed quantities
in (8) are functions of t, but from now on we omit this dependence
for the sake of brevity.
The values Uj (Mjk ) and Ujk (Mjk ) are the values at Mjk of the two
polynomial pieces reconstructed in cells Ej and Ejk , respectively. The
corresponding piecewise linear reconstruction is:









Ũ j (x, y ) = Ū j + (Ux ) j x − x j + (Uy ) j y − y j .

(9)

To minimize the oscillations, the slopes (Ux )j and (Uy )j are to
be computed using a nonlinear limiter. We propose the following
minmod-type limiter which will be applied in a component wise
manner. Consider the ith component of U, we ﬁrst construct four lin, L23
, L34
and L41
, each of which is obtained by
ear interpolations L12
j
j
j
j
considering the three points at the geometric center of Ej and correis obtained by passsponding two neighboring cells. For example, L12
j

(i )
(i )
) and (x j2 , y j2 , Ū j2
).
ing the plane through (x j , y j , Ū j(i ) ), (x j1 , y j1 , Ū j1
Notice that all of the four obtained interpolants are conservative in
the cell Ej by construction. We then select the linear piece with the
, and we set:
smallest magnitude of the gradient, say Lkm
j




(Ux )(ji) , (Uy )(ji) = ∇ Lkm
j .

(10)

In order to further minimize the reconstruction oscillations, the
reconstructed values calculated at the points M jk , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are

checked. If the reconstructed value of U (ji ) (M jk ) is not between the
(i )
, we set
cell averages Ū j(i ) and Ū jk




(Ux )(ji) , (Uy )(ji) = 0.

(11)
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The quantity S̄ j which is used in (8) is a discretization of the cell
averages of the source term:

S̄ j (t ) ≈

1

S

∫ (U (x, y, t ), B(x, y ))dxdy.

Ej

(12)

Ej

The well-balanced discretization form of the source term S̄ j will
be discussed in Section 3.
Finally ain
and aout
in (8) are the directional local speeds of propjk
jk
agation at the kth interface of the cell Ej , which are deﬁned as the
smallest and largest eigenvalues of the Jacobian

V jk = cos



θ jk

with

(13)

  
   
λ1 V jk U j M jk , λ1 V jk U jk M jk , 0 ,

  
   
= max λ3 V jk U j M jk
, λ3 V jk U jk M jk
,0 ,

ainjk = −min
aout
jk

 ∂F
  ∂G
+ sin θ jk
,
∂U
∂U



Fig. 2. Subdividing cell Ej into four triangles Aj1 , Aj2 , Aj3 and Aj4 .

(14)

where λ1 [Vjk ] ≤ λ2 [Vjk ] ≤ λ3 [Vjk ] are the eigenvalues of Vjk .
and aout
are zero or very close to
It should be noted that if the ain
jk
jk
zero, the semi-discrete scheme (8) will reduce to:

dŪ j
1
=−
dt
Ej

4



l jk cos



θ jk



2

k=1



 

ainjk F U jk M jk , B M jk
−

1
Ej

4

l jk sin

k=1

 



θ jk

2





 

 

+ aout
jk F U j M jk , B M jk





 

ainjk G U jk M jk , B M jk

 

+ aout
jk G U j M jk , B M jk



+ S̄ j .



2.2. Positivity preserving reconstruction for water surface elevation


(15)

In all the numerical experiments reported in this paper, we have
used (15) instead of (8) whenever ain
+ aout
< 10−8 .
jk
jk
The semi-discretization (8) is a system of ODEs, which has to be
integrated in time using a suﬃciently accurate and stable ODE solver.
In all of the numerical experiments, we have used the third-order
strong stability preserving (SSP) Runge–Kutta method [38,39].
2.1. Piecewise linear approximation of the bottom
In this section, we describe how the bottom topography function B(x, y) is replaced by its continuous piecewise linear approximation B̃(x, y ). To this end, we ﬁrst deﬁne values of the bottom topography B jκ , κ = 1, 2; 2, 3; 3, 4; 4, 1 at the vertices of the cell Ej .
If the function B(x, y) is continuous at the vertices we simply take
B jκ = B(x jκ , x jκ ), otherwise we use the following formula:



B jκ =



lim B x̃ jk + hζ , ỹ jk + l η

ζ 2 +η2 =1 h,l→0



4
Ej

B(x, y )dxdy ≈

+B j

μk B jk =: B j ,







(17)

However, some of the obtained values of hj (Mjk ) may be negative
even where w̄ j ≥B j . Therefore, we may need to correct the original
reconstruction for w to ensure hj (Mjk ) ≥ 0 for all j, k. In the proposed correction procedure, the correction is required when we have
w̃(x jκ , y jκ ) < B jκ at any of the vertices of the cell Ej (note that since
w̄ j ≥ B j it is impossible to have w̃(x jκ , y jκ ) < B jκ at all the four vertices of the cell Ej ). In this case we replace the original reconstruction of w by four linear planes over the same four triangles, as used in
Section 2.1, to obtain the bottom topography approximation. To this
end, we need to specify the new (corrected) values at each of the ver= B jκ at the vertices at which w̃(x jκ , y jκ ) < B jκ and
tices. We set wcorr
jκ
for the rest of the vertices we set wcorr
= h∗ j + B jκ where,
j

.

side, for example, B j1 = 1,2 2 4,1 . Then, we approximate the value
of the bottom topography at the geometric center of the cell Ej as
follows:





h j M jk = w̃ j M jk − B jk , k = 1, 2, 3, 4.

w̄ j − B j
h∗j = 4
,

By Bjk we denote the value of the bottom topography at the center
of the kth side of the cell Ej , which equals to the average of the values
of the bottom topography at the two vertices of the corresponding
Bj

In this section, we propose a simple and eﬃcient algorithm for the
positivity preserving reconstruction of the water surface level. Generally, the reconstruction of w is positivity preserving if it leads to nonnegative computed values of water depth h j (M jk ), k = 1, 2, 3, 4, for
all the cells Ej in the computational domain. First, we compute hj (Mjk )
using the reconstructed values of w̃ and B̃as follows:

κ



1
max lim B x̃ jk + hζ , ỹ jk + l η
2 ζ 2 +η2 =1 h,l→0
+ min

This way, the bottom approximation in each cell will consist
of four linear pieces that continuously match along the segments
[B j , B jκ ], κ = 1, 2; 2, 3; 3, 4; 4, 1.
Finally, we obtain the continuous piecewise linear approximation
of the bottom topography B̃(x, y ) ≈ B(x, y ).

(16)

k=1

where μk = |A jk |/|E j | and |Ajk | is the area of the triangle whose ﬁrst
vertex is (xj , yj ) and two other vertices are the vertices of the kth side
of the cell Ej , see Fig. 2.

α=

1 μk αk
⎧
th
⎨1, i f w̃ ≥ B̃ at both ends o f the k side o f E j ,
1

⎩2

 at one o f the ends o f the kth side o f E j ,
, i f w̃ ≥ B

(18)

0, i f w̃ < B̃ at both ends o f the kth side o f E j ,

and, as before, μk = |A jk |/|E j |. We also set wcorr
= w̄ j to be the value
j
of w at the geometric center of Ej . One can show that the corrected
reconstruction of w, which consists of four linear pieces in the cell Ej ,
is conservative. Indeed,

1
Ej
=



w̃corr
j (x, y ) − B (x, y ) dxdy

Ej

1
Ej

4



k=1A
jk

w̃corr
j (x, y ) − B (x, y ) dxdy
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4

=



w̄ j − B j + 2α jk h∗
3

k=1

4

w̄ j − B j
2
+ h∗
=
3
3

μ jk

−

α jk μ jk = w̄ j − B j ,

−

k=1

which implies that

1
Ej



w̃corr
j (x, y )dxdy = w̄ j .

(19)

Remark. We note that similarly to the correction procedures introduced in [22] and [23], the correction procedure proposed here locally reduces the order of accuracy of the developed central-upwind
scheme to the ﬁrst-order. However, this occurs only in the cells, which
are almost dry and thus the global accuracy of the computed results
is not expected to be heavily affected by the local order reduction unless the entire computational domain contains mostly (almost) dry
cells.
Having the corrected reconstruction w̃, we continue with the
computation of the velocities u and v, and the one-sided local speeds
needed in (8). Since the computed values of water depth h may be
very small (or even zero), we use the following desingularization procedure to calculate the velocities (see [23]):





h4 + max h4 , ε

 and v = 

√
2h(hv )



h4 + max h4 , ε

,

(20)

where ɛ is a prescribed positive tolerance. In all our numerical tests,
2
we have used ε = max {|E j| }. After computing h, u, and v, we recompute the ﬂux vectors F and G as

(hu ) = h · u,
(hv ) = h · v,
T

F (U, B ) = hu, hu · u + 2g (w − B )2 , hu · v ,

T
G(U, B ) = hv, hv · u, hv · v + 2g (w − B )2 ,



 







 


θ

 





l jk sin







 


2
θ jk C − B jk + S̄(j2) = 0,




2
θ jk C − B jk + S̄(j3) = 0.

(23)

k=1

∂Ej

g

2
S̄(j ) = −

∫ (w(x, y ) − B(x, y ))Bx dxdy

Ej

Ej

4

g

=−

∫

Ej

k=1

g

−

(w(x, y ) − B(x, y ))2
2

∂ E jk

cos




θ jk ds

∫ (w(x, y ) − B(x, y ))wx dxdy,

Ej

(24)

Ej

where ∂ Ejk is the kth side of the quadrilateral E j , k = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Due to the correction of water surface reconstruction, it may happen
that we have four linear planes, instead of one, for each cell Ej , with
different wx . Thus, the second integral on the RHS of (24) should be
subdivided into four integrals over A jk , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Fig. 2):

−

g

∫ (w(x, y ) − B(x, y ))wx dxdy

Ej

Ej

=−

4

g
Ej

∫ (w(x, y ) − B(x, y ))wx dxdy.

k=1

(25)

A jk

Finally, applying the midpoint rule to the integrals on the RHS of
(24) and (25) and replacing B with its piecewise linear approximant
B̃, we arrive at the following quadrature for the cell average S̄(j2 ) ,:
(2 )

S̄ j

=

g
Ej

4

 





w M jk − B M jk

k=1





2

cos

2




θ jk l jk

− w̄ j − B j (wx ) jk .

(21)

(26)

Similarly, we obtain the quadrature for the cell average S̄(j3 ) ,:











(3 )

S̄ j

=



  
   
 
θ jk u j M jk + sin θ jk v j M jk , uθjk M jk
   
   
= cos θ jk u jk M jk + sin θ jk vk j M jk

(22)

where uθj (M jk ) and uθjk (M jk ) are the normal velocities at the midpoint of the kth side Mjk .
3. Well-balanced discretization of the source term
Here, we propose a new well-balanced discretization of the source
term for unstructured quadrilateral grids. Indeed, the proposed semidiscrete central-upwind scheme (8) includes the cell averages of the
source term S̄ j . Recall that a well- balanced scheme should exactly
preserve steady-state solutions. For this aim, a speciﬁc quadrature
must be designed in order to exactly preserve a "lake at rest" with
w ≡ C, u ≡ v ≡ 0, where C is a constant. In this case, the two momentum equations in (8) will become:

g
Ej

4

 





w M jk − B M jk
2

k=1





2

sin




θ jk l jk



− μ jk w̄ j − B j (wy ) jk .



θ
aout
jk = max u j M jk + gh j M jk , u jk M jk + gh jk M jk , 0 ,

uθj M jk = cos

4

2 Ej

ainjk = −min uθj M jk − gh j M jk , uθjk M jk − gh jk M jk , 0 ,





k=1

g



at the corresponding points used in (8). Now, we are also able to compute the one-sided speeds of propagation:



2 Ej

Ej

Also note that since the linear pieces of the corrected reconstruction of w are over the same triangles A jk , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 as the linear
pieces of the B̃, all of the obtained values of h will be nonnegative.

u=

l jk cos

We now design an appropriate quadrature in order to satisfy the
well-balancing conditions (23). First, we use the divergence theorem, ∫ div ς dxdy = ∫ ς .
nds, to obtain

Ej

√
2h(hu )

4

g

(27)

It should be noted that for the lake at rest with U ≡ (C, 0, 0)T , we
have w ≡ C and wy ≡ wx ≡ 0, and the designed quadratures (26) and
(27) satisfy (23).
4. Positivity preserving property of the scheme
In this section, we prove the positivity preserving property of the
proposed scheme. The prove is valid either for the forward Euler or
any higher-order SSP Runge–Kutta method used for time discretization of the system of ODEs. For the sake of brevity, we formulate the
result for the forward Euler method.
Theorem 1. Consider the proposed central-upwind scheme (8), (9),
(22), (26) and (27) for the system (3) –( 7 ). Assume that the forward
Euler method is used for solving the system of ODEs (8) while wnj ≥ B j
for all j at time t = t n . Then, wn+1
≥ B j for all j at t = t n+1 , provided that
j

t≤

 
1
min d jk ,
2a j,k

(28)
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where a = max{ain
, aout
} and djk is the distance between the center of
jk
jk
j,k

mass of cell Ej and its kth side.
Proof. Using the forward Euler time stepping method for the ﬁrst
component of the system (8) we obtain

w̄n+1
j
−
+

=

4

t
Ej

Ej

Ej

l jk sin

l jk cos

k=1



θ jk



k=1

θ jk

















w jk M jk − w j M jk

ainjk + aout
jk



ainjk (hu ) jk M jk + aout
jk (hu ) j M jk

ainjk (hv ) jk M jk + aout
jk (hv ) j M jk



ainjk aout
jk

4



ainjk + aout
jk

ainjk + aout
jk

k=1

t

4

t

w̄nj −







.

(29)

Since the piecewise linear interpolant B̃ of the bottom topography
is continuous, one has:

















w jk M jk − w j M jk = h jk M jk − h j M jk .
In addition, (16), (17) and w̄nj =

4


(30)

μ jk w j (M jk ) imply that

k=1

 
μ jk h j M jk .

4

w̄nj − B j =

(31)

k=1

Fig. 3. Organized unstructured quadrilateral mesh.

From (30) and (31), replacing Bj from both sides of (31) and using
the notation (22), we write,

h̄n+1
=
j



4

t

h jk M jk

Ej

k=1



4

+

h jk M jk

 l jk ainjk







ainjk + aout
jk

μ jk −

k=1

θ
aout
jk − u jk M jk

l jk aout
jk

t

E j ainjk + aout
jk



θ

ainjk + u j M jk




.

Table 1
Example 1: L1 - and L∞ -errors and numerical orders of accuracy.
Number of cells

L1 -error

Order

L∞ -error

Order

6 × 50 × 50
6 × 100 × 100
6 × 200 × 200

3.61 e − 04
1.48 e − 04
4.27 e − 05

–
1.29
1.80

7.45 e − 03
3.09 e − 03
9.38 e − 04

–
1.27
1.72

(32)
From the deﬁnitions of the local speeds (22) we obtain that

aout
jk

≥

uθjk (M jk ) and therefore, all terms in the ﬁrst sum on the RHS of (32)
are nonnegative since the corrected reconstruction for w guarantees
that hjk (Mjk ) ≥ 0 for all j and k = 1, 2, 3, 4. We also obtain that

Ej



l jk aout
jk

t

ainjk

+

ainjk + uθj M jk

aout
jk



≤

t
Ej

l jk aout
jk .

(33)

Thus, the positivity of the second term on the RHS of (33) is guaranteed provided

t≤

μ jk E j
l jk aout
jk

.

(34)
d l

Recall that μk = A jk /|E j | and A jk = jk2 jk , hence (34) becomes
1
t ≤ 2a
min{d jk }, and this completes the proof of the thoreme. 
j,k

Remark. In all our numerical tests, adaptive time step is implemented in all the numerical examples and it is selected to satisfy the
condition (28).
5. Numerical experiments
In this section, we apply our proposed central-upwind scheme on
unstructured quadrilateral grids to several test problems. We perform
the numerical experiments using the organized unstructured grids
shown in Fig. 3. However, we would like to point out that the proposed method can be applied on any quadrilateral grids. In all examples below, the gravitational constant is g = 1.

5.1. Example 1 – Accuracy test
In the ﬁrst example, we experimentally test the order of accuracy
of the proposed scheme. The scheme is applied to the following initial
data and bottom topography:

w(x, y, 0 ) = 1, u(x, y, 0 ) = 0.3, B(x, y )





= 0.5 exp −25(x − 1 )2 − 50(y − 0.5 )2 .

(35)

The computational domain is [0, 2] × [0, 1] and the transparency
conditions are imposed at all its boundaries. We use a ﬁne grid with
6 × 400 × 400 cells and consider the obtained results as a reference
solution. The solution converges to the steady state by the time t =
0.07. The L1 - and L∞ -errors are presented in Table 1.
Comparing the results with those reported in [23] shows that the
obtained orders are higher. The water surface computed at t = 0.07
using the mesh with 6 × 50 × 50 quadrilaterals is shown in Fig. 4.
Although a relatively coarse mesh has been used, the water surface is
well resolved by the scheme.

5.2. Example 2 – Small perturbation over an exponential hump
In this numerical experiment, originally proposed in [40] and then
widely used in the literature [2,15,21,23], we investigate the capability of the proposed scheme to accurately capture the propagation of
a small perturbation of the "lake at rest" steady state. The computational domain is [0, 2] × [0, 1] and the bottom consists of an elliptically shaped hump:





B(x, y ) = 0.8 exp −5(x − 0.9 )2 − 50(y − 0.5 )2 .

(36)
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Fig. 4. Example 1: Contour plot (left) and 3D view (right) of w.

The water initially is at rest and its surface is ﬂat everywhere except for 0.05 < x < 0.15:


w(x, y, 0 ) =

1+ ,
1,

0.05 < x < 0.15,
u(x, y, 0 ) ≡ v(x, y, 0 ) ≡ 0,
otherwise,

One can see that in this case, even with the larger value of ɛ, there
are spurious waves propagating in the domain and their magnitudes
are close to the magnitude of the perturbation. This can evidently
prove the advantage of the well-balanced proposed quadrature (28)
used for source term discretization.

(37)
where ɛ is the perturbation height. The transparency boundary conditions are implemented at vertical boundaries of the domain while the
horizontal boundaries are periodic. First, in order to numerically verify the well-balanced property of the proposed scheme, a very small
ε = 10−12 is selected and the solution is computed using a coarse
mesh with 6 × 10 × 10 cells. Max (w − 1 ) as a function of t is plotted
in Fig. 5 and it can be clearly seen that no instabilities are developed
and the balance between the ﬂuxes and the geometric source terms
is exactly preserved numerically.
Next, a larger perturbation height ε = 10−4 , is selected. The 3D
view of water surface elevation computed using the mesh with 6 ×
100 × 100 cells at t = 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 is shown in Fig. 6. It
can be seen that the water surface is well resolved and it is free of
noises and spurious waves.
In order to show the importance of well-balanced property of the
scheme, we apply a non-well-balanced version of our scheme to the
initial-boundary value problem with ε = 10−4 . To obtain the nonwell-balanced scheme, the proposed well-balanced quadratures (26)
and (27) are replaced with a straightforward midpoint rule discretization:





2
3
S̄(j ) = −g w j − B j Bx , S̄(j ) = −g w j − B j By .

(38)

The non-well-balanced solution (water surface) computed at
times t = 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 on the same grid is shown in
Fig. 7 (right column) and compared with the results obtained from
the proposed well-balanced scheme (left column).

5.3. Example 3 – Small perturbation over submerged ﬂat plateau
In this numerical test, taken from [23], we study the case of a submerged ﬂat plateau as schematically shown in Fig. 8. Notice that in
this example, the plateau is very close to the water surface, and that
the initial water depth over the plateau is close to the perturbation
height ε = 10−4 . The computational domain is [0,1]×[0,1] and the
bottom topography is given by



1 − 2 , r ≤ 0.1,
10(1 − 2 )(0.2 − r ), 0.1 ≤ r ≤ 0.2,
0, otherwise,

B(x, y ) =
where r =



(x − 0.5 )2 + (y − 0.5 )2 and the initial data are:


w(x, y, 0 )=

(39)

1 + , 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.2,
u(x, y, 0 ) ≡ v(x, y, 0 ) = 0.
1, otherwise,
(40)

The transparency boundary conditions are implemented at vertical boundaries of the domain while the horizontal boundaries are
periodic. The solution is computed by the proposed well-balanced
central-upwind scheme using 6 × 100 × 100 quadrilateral cells and
the obtained water surface w is plotted in Fig. 9 (left column) at
t = 0.2, 0.35, 0.5 and 0.65. As one can observe, the general structure
of the solution is well captured by the proposed method and there is
no spurious wave propagating in the domain.

Fig. 5. Example 2: max(w − 1 ) as a function of t for ε = 10−12 .
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Fig. 6. Example 2: 3D view of w computed using the mesh with 6 × 100 × 100 cells for ε = 10−4 .

The water surface w computed using the non well-balanced
scheme on the same grid with 6 × 100 × 100 cells is shown in Fig. 9
(right column).
As Fig. 9 shows, the spurious waves generated around the plateau
dominate the solution. Comparing the results to those computed by
the proposed well-balanced scheme, instructively shows the advantage of the well-balanced scheme.
5.4. Example 4 – Small perturbation bending around a round-shape
island
In this example, we examine both well-balanced and positivity
preserving properties of the new scheme by testing its ability to handle a situation with a small perturbation of a "lake at rest" propagating around an island.
The bottom hump is above the water surface so that there is a
disk-shaped island at the origin,



B (r ) =

1.1, r ≤ 0.1,
11(0.2 − r ), 0.1 < r < 0.2,
0, otherwise,

(41)

see Fig. 10. The computational domain is [0,1] ×[0,1]and the initial
conditions are given by



w(x, y, 0 ) =

< 0.2,
 1 +, 0.1 < x

max 1, B

x 2 + y2

, otherwise,

5.5. Example 5 – Dam break over discontinuous bottom topography
In the ﬁnal example, we not only verify the ability and robustness of the proposed central-upwind scheme on the quadrilateral
grid, but also demonstrate an advantage of the proposed scheme
over the triangular central-upwind scheme from [23]. The computational domain is [−4, 4] × [−4, 4] and a cylindrical dam is assumed to be placed on a dry island with the following bottom
topography:



,

u(x, y, 0 ) ≡ v(x, y, 0 ) = 0.

3D-view of the water surface w computed at times t =
0.2, 0.35, 0.5 and 0.65 using 6 × 100 × 100 cells with ε = 10−2 is
shown in Fig. 11 where the right-going disturbance bends around the
island. Though there are dry and almost dry cells which are changing
their wet/dry status repetitively, the solution obtained by the proposed central-upwind scheme is non-oscillatory and well resolved.
In order to make the experiment more challenging, we set ε = 10−3 .
The water surface w computed at times t = 0.2, 0.35, 0.5 and 0.65
using − 6 × 100 × 100 cells is presented in Fig. 12 (left column). To
test the numerical convergence of the proposed method, we reﬁne
the mesh and use 6 × 200 × 200 cells. The obtained results, plotted
in Fig. 12 (right column), demonstrate nice convergence property of
the developed central-upwind scheme.

B(x, y ) =
(42)

1,
0,

|x| + |y| ≤ 2,
otherwise.

(43)
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Fig. 7. Example 2: w for ε = 10−4 computed using the well-balanced (left column) and non-well-balanced (right column) schemes.

The water is initially at rest (u(x, y, 0) ≡ v(x, y, 0) ≡ 0) and the
water level is given by



w(x, y, 0 ) =

9, x2 + y2 ≤ 1,
1, x2 + y2 > 1 and |x| + |y| ≤ 2,
0, otherwise.

(44)

The initial setting is shown in Fig. 13.
The dam is getting broken at time t = 0. The ﬂow structure after the dam break is very complex. In order to make a proper comparison between the proposed scheme on the quadrilateral grid and
the triangular central-upwind scheme, we keep the number of cells
(cell areas) equal in both cases. In Fig. 14, we plot 1D cross sections
of the computed solutions at y = 0. The water surface w component
of the solution computed at t = 0.6 by the new scheme using 6 × 50

Fig. 8. Example 3: 1D slice of bottom topography (39). The plot is not to scale.

× 50 quadrilateral cells and by the triangular central-upwind scheme
using 4 × 62 × 62 triangular cells are shown in Fig. 14 (left). One
can clearly see that the water surface structure is resolved more ac-
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Fig. 9. Example 3: w computed by the proposed well-balanced (left) and non-well-balanced (right) schemes.
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Fig. 10. Example 4: 1D slice of the bottom topography (41). The plot is not to scale.

curately by the proposed quadrilateral central-upwind scheme. We
then reﬁne the mesh and use 6 × 100 × 100 quadrilaterals versus
4 × 124 × 124 triangular cells. The ﬁner results are presented in
Fig. 14 (right). Evidently, even with a ﬁner mesh, the structure of solution is better resolved by the proposed scheme.
The contour lines of the water surface w computed at t = 0.6 using the ﬁner grids are presented in Fig. 15. One can clearly observe
that the proposed scheme on a quadrilateral grid has captured and
resolved the complex ﬂow patterns, both over and around the island,
with a signiﬁcantly higher resolution. In addition, some ﬂuctuations
can be observed in the water surface computed by the triangular
scheme, while the one obtained by quadrilateral scheme is well resolved and free of ﬂuctuations.
The velocity (u and v) components of the solution computed at
t = 0.6 using both the coarser and ﬁner grids are also presented in
Fig. 16. One can clearly observe that although u computed by both
schemes are quite close, the velocity computed by the proposed
method is smoother and the velocity spark over the island is much
lower (Fig. 16a). However, by reﬁning the mesh the results become
closer (Fig. 16b). For the v component of the solution, one can see
that the results obtained using the triangular grid is noisy, while

those computed by the quadrilateral grid are completely smooth
and free of oscillations and ﬂuctuations (Fig. 16c). In addition, one
can see that even by reﬁning the mesh, the results of the triangular
central-upwind scheme keep ﬂuctuating (Fig. 16d).
Finally, in Fig. 17, the time evolution of the v component of
the solution computed on the ﬁner grids is illustrated at t =
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 for both schemes. It clearly shows that the proposed
scheme has a better performance in predicting the velocity. The results of time evolution of v component of the solution (not shown
here) also conﬁrm that the velocity ﬁeld computed by the triangular central-upwind scheme is noisy, while the one computed by
the developed scheme on the quadrilateral grid is quite smooth and
oscillation-free.
5.6. Example 6 – Steady ﬂow over a bump
In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method
in modeling steady ﬂows, we consider a steady ﬂow over a bump test
which has been widely used in the literature; see e.g., [2,41]. We consider a ﬂume with the following topography:



B(x, y ) =

0.2 − 0.05(x − 10 )2 ,
0, otherwise.

8 < x < 12,

In order to have a Transcritical ﬂow with a shock, ﬁxed boundary conditions for the water depth h = 0.33 m and discharge uh =
2
0.18 ms are imposed at the downstream (x = 22 m) and upstream
(x = 0) boundaries, respectively. The analytical solution of this problem is given in [42]. The water surface w and discharge uh computed
by the proposed scheme using 6 × 8 × 88 quadrilateral cells are compared with the exact solutions in Fig. 18. As one can see, the computed solution is in good agreements with the analytical one except
for some small numerical oscillations. It should be pointed out that

Fig. 11. Example 4: 3D view of w for ε = 10−2 computed using 6 × 100 × 100 quadrilaterals.
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Fig. 12. Example 4: w with ε = 10−3 computed using the grids with 6 × 100 × 100 (left column) and 6 × 200 × 200 (right columns) cells.

similar oscillations have been also reported in most existing numerical models; see e.g., [2,41,43,44].
5.7. Example 7 – 2D dam break simulation
In this example, we examine the performance of the proposed model in simulating a 2D dam break with complex geometry. The laboratory measurements for this experiments were
reported in [45]. The dam break was carried out in a 21.2 m
long ﬂume with slope of 0.01. The plan view of the ﬂume

can be seen in Fig. 19, where the fully unstructured quadrilateral mesh is also shown. As one can see, a converging-diverging
formation creates 2D effects. The manning roughness coeﬃcient
of the ﬂume is n = 0.012 and we √estimate 
the bed friction in
7
2h
) 3 (hu )2 + (hv )2 (hu )
x− and y−directions using gn2 ( √
√

7
2h
)3
h4 +max(h4 ,ε )

and gn2 ( √



h4 +max(h4 ,ε )

(hu )2 + (hv )2 (hv ), respectively. Note that

here the 1/h term is approximated using the same desingularization
procedure used for velocity calculation in (20).With the water depth
of 0.15 m at the dam, the computed water depth proﬁles at times
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sloping bed. For an initially dry bed, the proposed scheme performs
well and the predicted water surface proﬁles are satisfactory.
5.8. Example 8 – Dam break and advance over a triangular obstacle

Fig. 13. Example 5: 3D view of the bottom topography (43) and initial water surface
(44).

t = 2.0 s, t = 6.0 s and t = 20.0 s are compared to the measurements in Fig. 20.
As one can see, the water surface proﬁle is strongly affected by
the 2D shape of the ﬂume and the wave speed increases due to the

In this test case, we examine the performance of the proposed
scheme with a dam break wave over a triangular obstacle at the
downstream of the dam. The reservoir, channel and triangular obstacle geometry along with the location of the measurement gauges are
presented in Fig. 21. The reservoir with initial water depth of 0.75 m
is connected to a rectangular channel with a symmetric triangular obstacle located downstream of the dam. The Manning roughness coefﬁcient is n = 0.0125 for the bed. The boundaries are solid walls except
for the free outlet at the end of the channel.
The experimental data are reported in [46] for the gauge points
G1, G2, G3, G4, and G5 which are located at 4 m, 10 m, 11 m, 13 m and
20 m downstream of the reservoir, respectively.
We compute the solution using a quadrilateral mesh with the
computed evolutions of water depths using a quadrilateral mesh grid
with 6 × 100 × 8 cells. In Fig. 22, we present the time evolution of
the computed water depths at the gauge points and compare the obtained results with the measured values. For the Gauges G1, G2 and
G3 which are located before the obstacle vertex, the water depth and
the arrival time of the wave are well predicted. In addition, for Gauge
G4 with a crucial location at the obstacle vertex, the wet/dry conversion is correctly predicted. At the Gauge G5, however, where the

Fig. 14. Example 5: 1D slices of w computed using the proposed quadrilateral and triangular central-upwind schemes using coarser (left) and ﬁner (right) grids.

Fig. 15. Example 5: Contour plots of w at t = 0.6 using the proposed quadrilateral (left) and triangular (right) central-upwind schemes.
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Fig. 16. Example 5: 1D slices of u computed using (a) the coarser grids with 6 × 50 × 50 quadrilateral cells (4 × 62 × 62 triangular cells); (b) ﬁner grids with 6 × 100 × 100
quadrilateral cells (4 × 124 × 124 triangular cells); and v computed using (c) the coarser and (d) ﬁner grids.

Fig. 17. Example 5: Comparison of u (1D slices along y = 0) computed using the ﬁner grids at (a) t = 0.2, (b) t = 0.3, (c) t = 0.4 and (d) t = 0.5.
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Fig. 19. Example 7: Plan view of the ﬂume together with the unstructured quadrilateral mesh.

amount of water is not considerable a little disagreement is observed.
It may result from vertical non-hydrostatic motions which are not
considered in SWEs. The same feature is also reported in [41,46,47].
6. Conclusion

Fig. 18. Example 6: Steady transcritical ﬂow over a bump with a shock: water surface
elevation (top) and discharge (bottom).

A new second-order central-upwind scheme for shallow water
equations on the unstructured quadrilateral grids has been developed. To this end, we have proposed a new technique for bottom
topography approximation over quadrilateral cells as well as an efﬁcient water surface correction procedure. Moreover, we have designed a new quadrature for discretization of the source term. The
proposed scheme guarantees the positivity of the computed ﬂuid
depth and exactly preserves “lake at rest” steady states. The proposed
scheme on unstructured quadrilateral grids has several advantages
over the triangular central-upwind scheme from [23]. For instance,
such grid uses more information from the neighboring cells in time
evolution of the cell average values. We applied the proposed scheme
to various numerical tests which exhibit complex ﬂow patterns. The
numerical tests include "lake at rest" steady state with very small
perturbations as well as completely dry and almost dry areas. The
obtained results conﬁrm the capability of the scheme to preserve
the positivity of h and demonstrate that no instabilities are developed at the (almost) dry states. In the other numerical test, the results computed by the new scheme have been compared with those
computed by the triangular central-upwind scheme. When the new

Fig. 20. Example 7: Comparison between computed and measured water surface proﬁles at (a) t = 2 s, (b) t = 6 s and (c) t = 20 s.

Fig. 21. Example 8: Schematic side view of the experimental model and gauge point locations.
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Fig. 22. Example 8: Comparison of the computed water depth with the corresponding measured values at the gauge points during the ﬁrst 40 s.

scheme was used, the water surface component of the solution was
resolved with higher resolution and was free of ﬂuctuations. The velocity ﬁelds computed by the new scheme were also smooth while
those computed by the triangular scheme were noisy.
We have also tested the proposed scheme on a problem with a
transcritical ﬂow over a bump. The computed water surface elevation and discharge were compared to the analytical ones. The results
showed that the proposed central-upwind scheme is capable of quite
accurately simulating such ﬂows. In the next test, we have simulated
a 2D dam break on a sloping ﬂume with friction. The water surface
values computed using a fully unstructured grids were compared to
the experimental measurements and showed the ability of the developed scheme to take into account both complex domain geometry and a friction term. In the ﬁnal numerical example, a dam break
over a triangular obstacle was simulated and once again the obtained

results were compared to the experimental measurements. This test
helped us to conﬁrm the ability of our quadrilateral central-upwind
scheme to accurately predict the wetting and drying features of the
ﬂow. In summary, our numerical results conﬁrmed robustness and
high accuracy of the new scheme and also demonstrated its potential
advantages over the triangular central-upwind scheme.
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